Accurate forecasts of customer demand lie at the core of any successful revenue management system. Most research has focused upon studying such methods for the airline and hotel industry. In this paper, we present a comparative analysis of various forecasting methods which we apply to the rapidly evolving airport carparking (ACP) industry. We use real ACP booking data from four distinct carparks of a major airport in UK to forecast customer arrivals for one to eight weeks out in the future. Conclusions are reached with regards to which forecasting methods perform best in this operating environment, and whether there is any benefit in employing complex methods over simpler ones.
INTRODUCTION
Accurate forecasts of customer demand lie at the core of any successful revenue management (RM) system, as several reports point out a significant further increase on generated revenues. In particular, for the airline industry (Lee, 1990) shows that a 10% improvement in forecasting accuracy can result in up to 3% increase on revenues, while in hotels a 20% forecasting improvement leads to 1% revenue increase (Pölt, 1998) . As a result, several studies on forecasting methods have been presented; a good review on these methods may be found in (Sa, 1987) and (Lee, 1990) for the airlines and (Weatherford et al., 2001) , (Weatherford and Pölt, 2002) and (Weatherford and Kimes, 2003) for hotels.
In carparks, the forecasting requirements and models are closely related to those in the hotel industry. One such study refers to the masters thesis of (Rojas, 2006) who developed a neural network model to forecast demand on an hourly basis and compared it against some traditional historical time-series models. His results indicate that the ability of the neural network method to capture the demand changes from high to low periods improves performance accuracy.
In airport carparks, the setting is similar; multiple carparks are located around the airport and people choose among them based on their intended durationof-stay, proximity to the airport and price. Over the last decade, the implementation of online reservation systems for airport carparks has gained interest, with all major airports in UK and Europe offering online pre-booking through their official websites as well as through third parties. This enabled managers to use traditional RM techniques to forecast demand per length-of-stay (LoS) and per rate category offered (product) in a each carpark.
According to (Weatherford and Kimes, 2003 ) RM forecasting methods fall into three main types:
• Historical booking models they only consider the final number of arrivals on a given day in history
• Booking curve (pickup) models they take into account the booking build-up pattern of arrivals during the lead time
• Combined models they combine historical and booking curve models using either a weighted average or regression, to develop better forecasts.
In this paper, we use real ACP booking data from four distinct carparks of a major airport in UK to forecast customers arrivals. Normally, such forecasts are fed into the optimization routines to drive capacity or pricing decisions. Consequently, this piece of work comes as a pre-requisite for the revenue optimization algorithms developed in (Papayiannis et al., 2012; Papayiannis et al., 2013) for ACP. Our aim is to provide a comparative analysis of various forecasting models and make valid conclusions on balancing between a method's simplicity and accuracy. Motivated by the results presented in (Wickham, 1995) for the airline industry, where the booking curve methods were found in general to be the most accurate, we restrict our focus to these type of methods. Three main attributes shape up the exact type of the pickup variation to be used; the first two control the structure of the pickup method while the third refers to the underlying time-series model. In a similar study, (Zakhary et al., 2008) tested the resulting pickup variations, using simulated hotel data, for two models; the moving average and the exponential smoothing model. Our work implements the same structural methodology, but it also extends further to cover more complex time-series models that account for seasonality and/or autocorrelation in the data. Consequentially, in order to describe the pickup methodology and its variations we find it convenient to use similar notation.
In section 2, we introduce and describe the pickup methodology, its structural variations and the timeseries models under study. Further, we design a crossvalidation procedure to recursively obtain forecasts as time unfolds and define the three performance measures that are used to assess the accuracy of the methods. The best models are selected based on all three measures. Finally, results of our analysis are found in section 3 while conclusions on the best practices as well as further work are summarised in section 4.
BACKGROUND
Booking curve models are quite popular in practice because they are intuitive and easy to set up. Their special feature is that they use the build-up pattern of reservations of past days, as opposed to only their complete arrival histories. In general, booking buildup models forecast total arrivals on a future day T by estimating the bookings-to-come between now and T . They are often called pickup models as they estimate reservations to be picked up from a given point in time to a different point in time during the booking process (Zakhary et al., 2008) . Table 1 shows the evolution of customer demand in a matrix form. Each row represents the booking build-up of arrivals for each arrival date in August. More precisely, each column on the right hand side is a snapshot of on-hand bookings for the given arrival day on the left, as of some lead time. Seven review points are shown, on the day, one day in advance, two days in advance up to six days in advance. Let us assume that today's date is the 9 th of August. Then, the number of total arrivals on, say, the 6 th of August was 234, where 190 of them had booked four days and more in advance (they had already booked by the 2 nd of August). For arrival dates that have not occurred yet the build-up row is incomplete; i.e for these future dates only partial bookings data is available. The different variations of the booking curve models can be grouped into three types, whether it is
• additive or multiplicative,
• classical or advanced,
• or with regards to the time-series model used to estimate pickup increment/ratio.
Below we go through these in more detail.
Additive vs Multiplicative Pickup
Additive pickup models assume that the number of on-hand reservations is independent of the number of parking spaces that will be sold later on. In other words, a pickup forecast of say 25 is calculated independently of whether the on-hand bookings are 5 or 105. As as result, the pickup forecast is added to the on-hand bookings to obtain the total arrivals forecast. Alternatively, multiplicative pickup assumes that future bookings-to-come are positively correlated to the the current on-hand booking level. As such, the total arrivals forecast is computed by multiplying the on-hand bookings to the forecast pickup ratio. Both techniques are explained below.
Additive Technique
The additive technique requires that the cumulative booking matrix in table 1 is expressed into pickup increments on each lead day. In particular, if C i, j is the on-hand bookings as of j days in advance for arrival date i, then the pickup increment in reservations from day j to j − 1 in advance is given by
Applying this on the matrix in table 1 we get the additive matrix as shown in table 2. 
Multiplicative Technique
The multiplicative technique requires that the cumulative booking matrix in table 1 is expressed into pickup ratios on each lead day. In this case, the pickup ratio in reservations from day j to j − 1 in advance is given by
Applying this on the matrix in table 1 we get the multiplicative matrix as shown in table 3.
Classical vs Advanced Pickup
Classical pickup uses only historical data of booking curves for arrival days that have already passed. In this way, all the arrival days that are used in the fitting stage would consist of completed booking curves. For example, if we are to forecast arrivals on date 11 th of August, a classical pickup method would use data up to the 8 th of August (see table 2 ). Alternatively, an advanced pickup method would use all data available up to today, i.e. taking into account the partially completed booking curves in rows (arrival dates) 9, 10 and 11. In this way, sudden changes in demand patterns are better handled, however at the cost of robustness. Moreover, under the classical method one does not need to forecast the individual pickup increments but rather the combined pickup that results from today until the arrival day. For example, the forecast for the 11 th of August is equal to the on-hand bookings as of today plus 1 the forecast of combined bookings-tocome between now and the arrival day. Alternatively, under the advanced pickup the same forecast would have been calculated as the sum of three individual pickups, namely the pickup on two days before, that on one day before and on the arrival day. Therefore, the classical methodology is simpler as only one forecast is required.
Underlying Time-series Models
Each column in tables 2 and 3 can be considered as an individual 1D time-series (vertically) and thus any method can be used to forecast its unknown entries. By proceeding column-by-column we can fill out the matrices and ultimately an arrival forecast for a given date can be found by adding or multiplying the entries in that row, for additive or multiplicative pickup respectively.
Common methods in the literature are a simple historical averaging (HA) or a weighted averaging exponential smoothing ES-(α) by day of week; that is to compute arrival forecasts for say next Monday by only using previous Mondays (Zakhary et al., 2008; Weatherford and Kimes, 2003) . This simplification is reasonable in the presence of a strong weekly cycle in the historical data and, as this is often the case, forecasting by day-of-week has been widely used in practice. Such techniques, however, have two clear limitations:
1. they assume that the series is a stationary process with no trends and, 2. they ignore any short-term interactions between the neighbouring days.
Thus in this study, we aim to extend these by further implementing several forecasting methods that can model trends and seasonal patterns explicitly and thus they can operate directly on the entire data set, these are described below.
1 Assuming additive pickup.
Time-series Models to Account for Linear Trends
Two methods are employed that fall into a category of models that also consider for the presence of a linear trend in the data.
1. Holt's method (Holt) Intuitively, this method is similar to the exponential smoothing method with the enhanced ability to account for a linear trend in the data. To achieve this, two update equations (and thus two corresponding parameters) are required, the first to account for the level (α) and the second for the linear trend (β).
2. ARMA/ARIMA time series methods ARMA models are frequently used in financial econometrics and their unique feature is that they account for autocorrelation among the data. ARIMA models can adjust for non-stationarity in the data applying ARMA models into the differenced series. Further details may be found in (Shumway et al., 2000) . This family of models are more complex and statistically sophisticated than exponential smoothing methods, and as so they have been used in earlier studies for historical forecasting (first type of forecasting methods). However, several studies shown that they not in general perform better than simpler ones (Weatherford and Kimes, 2003; Sa, 1987) . Nonetheless, we believe that the unsatisfactory performance of ARMA models was mostly due to the nature of the historical booking models, as the reservation build-up data is not considered when developing the forecast. Thus our study aims to examine them under a pickup setting.
Since these methods do not model seasonality explicitly, we use them in a day-of-week framework. Therefore, and similarly to HA and SE, any interaction among neighbouring days is not captured by these models.
Time-series Models to Model Trend and Seasonality Explicitly
Three methods are employed which consider both the presence of a linear trend as well as seasonality in the data. In this way, interactions among neighbouring days are considered in the forecast.
1. Holt-Winter's method (HW) Intuitively, this method is similar to the exponential smoothing method with the enhanced ability to account for any linear trends and/or seasonality that appears in the data. To achieve this, three update equations are required, one for each of level (α), linear trend (β) and seasonal component (γ). As such, this technique is often referred to as triple exponential smoothing, further details of it may be found in ).
2. Seasonal-Trend decomposition by Loess (STL) STL is an iterative filtering procedure for decomposing a time series into trend, seasonal and remainder components, developed by (Cleveland et al., 1990) . The Loess method is also known as a locally weighted polynomial regression; points are estimated one at a time by fitting a low degree polynomial to subset of data around each point. Further, the STL decomposition may also be used for forecasting, as proposed by (Makridakis et al., 2008) ; this is done in two stages. First the seasonal component is filtered out and a forecast on the seasonally adjusted series is performed using an exponential smoothing model, possibly allowing for a linear trend. Then, the forecast for the seasonal component is estimated by simply projecting the last season (last week) and gets added to the seasonally adjusted forecast.
3. Seasonal ARIMA (SARIMA) SARIMA models extend ARIMA models to further adjust for seasonal variation. SARIMA models are described by a non-seasonal part (similar to ARIMA) and a seasonal part. In identifying a SARIMA model, one first checks for autocorrelation at the seasonal lags, adjusts the data by seasonally differencing and then apply an ARIMA model on the resulting series, further details may be found in (Shumway et al., 2000) .
Since these methods do model seasonality explicitly, we use them directly into the merged data series, the series that comes from considering all days of the week together.
Automatic Model Identification and Parameter Estimation
For each arrival day in the data, we collect snapshots of booking activity from 18 review time-points in the lead time, namely on 0, 1, . . . , 7, 14, 21, 28, 35, 42, 49, 56, 70, 84 , 100 days before. This implies a pickup method would require individual forecasts for the first 13 (vertical) time series, one for each review point, in order to obtain the total arrivals forecast for up to 56-days out. Moreover, if the forecasts are to be computed by day-of-week, then the number of time series to model grows to 13 × 7 = 91! Each of these times series could be assumed to be generated out of the same model family, however their parameter estimates will in general be different.
To deal with this large number of forecasts, we adopt an automated identification procedure, developed by (Hyndman et al., 2002) , whereby the exponential-smoothing related models are defined in terms of a state-space framework. Under this new framework, an iterative approach is employed in which the parameters (α, β, γ) are estimated based on minimising the mean-square-error (MSE) and the best model is selected based on minimising an information criterion, in our case the AICc. Similarly, for ARIMA/SARIMA models, an automatic identification based on (Hyndman and Khandakar, 2007 ) is employed; a stepwise procedure whereby several models are estimated using maximum likelihood and the best overall model is selected based on minimising the AICc.
Framework
Setting. We use 15 months of daily (constrained) bookings data from four distinct carparks of a major airport in UK. Depending on their size, proximity to the airport terminals, flight schedule and pricing these four carparks attract different types of customers and in different volumes and, consequently, the average length-of-stay and build-up patterns will vary in general. Therefore, the developed models will be tested under four fundamentally different types of data sets.
Our aim is to forecast arrivals at the carpark level, keeping the data aggregated as a whole. We compute short-term arrival forecasts for various forecast horizons, that is for h = 7, 14, 28 and 56 days out.
In this study we examine 28 distinct pickup variations summarised in table 4. Note that the computational times for Holt, ARIMA, HW, STL and SARIMA models are expected to be higher than MA and ES, as not only they are more complex in nature but also due to the automatic estimation and identification procedure that runs underneath.
Cross-validation. Every method employed is examined to check how well it performs in forecasting arrivals for different future horizons (different h-steps head). To achieve this a cross-validation methodology is implemented, as described below. We choose n days as the length of the training data and form the initial training set using observations t 1 ,t 2 , ...,t n . Then, we compute h-step ahead forecasts, namely for days t n+7 , t n+14 , t n+28 and t n+56 . Then the training set rolls forward by one day (t 2 ,t 3 , ...,t n+1 ) and new forecasts are computed for days t n+8 , t n+15 , t n+29 and t n+57 and the procedure continues until the end of the dataset.
Finally, k forecasts for each h-step ahead are collected and gathered together and then performance measures are employed to assess the accuracy of the implemented model. For this study we have used n = 84, that amounts to twelve weeks of data.
Forecast Accuracy. If Y (t + h) is the actual observation for day t + h and F t (t + h) the forecast for that day as of day t (an h-step ahead forecast), the h-step ahead forecast error is defined as
Our study implements the following metrics:
Mean Absolute Error (MAE):
Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE):
Symmetric Mean Abs Percent Error (sMAPE):
Performance metrics MAE and RMSE measure the forecast accuracy whose size depends on the scale of the data. Alternatively, sMAPE are relative measures designed to enable comparisons among different series. Note the use of the symmetric rather than the ordinary MAPE, so that positive and negative bias are equally weighted. Also this adjustment minimises the cases when the divisor is exactly zero, as for this to happen both forecast and actual have to be zero. Also note that, in the case of a zero forecast, the percent error will be 200 and as a result the mean percent error could end up over 100.
Best Models Selection. To rank the models according to performance, all three metrics are used; the rank of model i, R m i , among all models under study, is measured for each metric m separately and these are averaged to obtain the mean rank of model i, R i , namely
for each model i under study. Then the five models with the lowest mean ranks are the selected best models for the specified carpark and forecast horizon h. 
RESULTS
In table 5 we present the performance measures from all 28 pickup variations and all forecast horizons with regards to carpark CP1 2 . As described before, the methods have been used to forecast 7, 14, 28 and 56 days out and three metrics are employed to assess their performance. Figure 1 presents the sMAPE for each pickup variation. This chart reveals four factors which influence forecast accuracy, these are the forecast horizon and the three pickup components, namely the choice between classical or multiplicative variations, the choice between advanced and classical variations and the underlying time series model used.
Forecast Performance of Models
To better understand how each of the three components, which make up a pickup variation, affect forecast performance, we examine them in isolation.
More precisely, to test component X, we group the pickup variations by their X type and take the average over their sMAPE values. Doing this by forecast horizon and carpark we can generate graphs for visual comparison 3 .
• Additive or Multiplicative?
In figure 2 we test all variations based on their additive or multiplicative type. Additive pickup models seem to have outperformed the multiplicative ones. In general, additive methods are more robust as they still perform reasonably well for longer horizons. In contrast, multiplicative methods seem to perform reasonably well for shorter horizons, but quickly deteriorate as we move further out in the future. Given that multiplicative variations apply a percentage ratio to the onhand bookings in order to obtain the final arrivals, it implies that on-hand bookings are crucial to this calculation; as we attempt to forecast further out in the future, the underlying onhand bookings are very low and highly volatile, which results in inflated projections.
• Advanced or Classical?
In figure 3 we compare all variations based on their classical or advanced type. Both approaches seem to perform similarly; advanced pickup models perform marginally better than classical ones, with the improvement in performance to become more apparent at longer horizons. There are two reasons that cause this; first, advanced models use all completed and partially completed booking curves in forecasting, a strategy that more effectively utilises the short term dynamics of the data as these are unfolding. Second, advanced pickup models split the forecast horizon down by reading day and perform a forecast for each reading day separately. Having the data disaggregated down by reading day prevents the loss of data that would have been caused from aggregating. The further out we forecast, the larger is the aggregated bookings-to-come forecast required and given that in classical pickup this is all estimated as a whole, leads to lower forecast accuracy. • Which Time-series model?
In figure 4 we test all variations based on their underlying time series model used. For short forecasts horizons (h=7, 14) the most sophisticated models seem to have been the favourites while for longer horizons (h=28, 56) simpler models have at least performed as well. More precisely, time series models like HW, STL and SARIMA performed very well for h = 7, indicating dealing explicitly with seasonality, as opposed to removing, is the best approach with regards to shortterm forecasting. As we gradually step into longer horizons, especially for h = 28, 56, simple historical or weighted averages by day-of-week begin to gain attention. This is because, the further out we forecast the less the intra-day effects are and the stronger the weekly seasonality becomes, which implies that focusing on same days of the week and applying a simpler forecast on the resulting series gives reasonable forecasts. Note that ARIMA and SARIMA models variations do appear among the top five in most instances but the computations times, being much higher than the other models, render them less attractive in practice. Table 6 summarises the best five winning variations based on forecast performance, by carpark and by forecast horizon (as described in section 2.4). Our study identified that additive advanced combinations dominate for both carparks and all forecast horizons; out of the eighty total instances that make up the top five list for all horizons and carparks, only one third are classical models, while only three instances refer to multiplicative model variations. STL and HW seem to be the dominant methods as they most of the times ranked among the top five in both carparks and all forecasting horizons. Simpler models such as HA and ES have also shown to be consistent and performed well, and for longer horizons they claimed top spots.
Best Overall Pickup Models

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented 28 variations of the pickup method. Experiments were conducted on reservations data from four airport carparks of a major airport in UK. The performance of each model variation was evaluated under three different error measures and for different forecast horizons, spanning from 1 week to 8 weeks out. Our study has shown that the best practice is to use a combination of models; perhaps a highly sophisticated model for shortterm forecasting and a simple weighted moving average for longer forecasting. Our research aims to examine further the role of the training set in forecast performance. More precisely, the training set can be of two types; "fixed" for a pre-determined training size that rolls forward as time progresses and updates accordingly, or "growing" that increases with time and thus always uses all the available data. Moreover, already under progress is the examination of regression forecasting models which we aim to compare against the best pickup methods. Regression model variations relate the total arrivals to the on-hand ones with the possibility to include other factors such as weekly seasonality, linear trends or even flight information. Finally, we are intrigued in exploiting the potential of combining two or more forecasts to ultimately obtain a more accurate combined forecast.
